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ABSTRAK

ABSTRACT

Literature is a kind of imaginative writing. It reflects a problem of life done by human being. Novel is one of literary works that has intrinsic elements. Studying intrinsic elements in a novel, it means to study life experience of group human being through a novel. The writer analyzes the theme in novel The shining by Stephen King ‘s, therefore, this paper is entitled become: THE DESCRIPTION OF CHARACTERS IN THE NOVEL THE SCARLET LETTER. This writing is a description on the characters used by Nathaniel Hawthorne. Hawthorne sent the messages to his readers through this novel dealt with the pious persons engaged sins. The plot pictured took place in a city called Boston in the country of United States of America. Hawthorne wrote down in the novel that a prime minister or a preacher committed sins to one of the members of the congregation. The woman stated was a wife of a doctor. The doctor was in duty in different country, therefore, the wife with the status of wife and also one of a congregation members committed sins with her pastor the pious man. So by having the messages that sent by Hawthorne this readers he wanted to remind the readers not to as what the pastor, the pious person did. It may mean that a herd eats his sheep.
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